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Prefeace
Ekounis Institute Initiated a Number of Editions, among these is the edition of Booklets
on Inventions.
Edition Booklets on inventions has a task to explain briefly the main data on the
inventions that are produced and sold on the market. Books from this edition, due to its
dimensions and concise description of the invention, may be even a practical marketing
material.
The first book in the mentioned edition is titled as the SERB and deals with a neutralizer
of harmful radiation, its inventor is a SAIN member Mr. Savo Radović. We hope that even
in this edition Ekounis Institute will contribute to inventions from Serbia, particularly that
the inventions accepted in the market gain more publicity and acknowledgment.
Obviously, eminent Serbian inventors certainly deserve it.
Introduction
Sources of radiation are all over around. Electromagnetic fields and radiations impinge
upon numerous harmful consequences to a man, as a human body is a complex
bioelectrochemical mechanism. Development of electrotechniques, energetics,
electronics, automatics, measuring techniques, computer technology and
telecomunications, the issue of harmful radiation of any type, along with already existing
natural radiation, particularly points out the issue. Sources of harmful radiation of any
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type impact the vibratory rhythm of alive cells not only with people but with animals and
plants as well. Such an impact is obvious in the change of polarity of living cells that
makes energy disbalance in the energies, thus bringing about disorders therein. Life in
urban areas, such as large cities in industrial zones, brings about disorder of natural
conditions of life due to the impact of harmful radiations, particualarly technical ones.
These harmful radiations induce electromagnetic waves of different frequencies, the
origins of which come from electrical lines of high and low voltage, transformer stations,
electric installations, electric machines and devices, household appliances, radio and TV
sets, computers, and particularly mobile phones. Experimental researches in England
and Japan proved that a three minutes’ conversation on the mobile increases the brain
temperature by one degree. Constant exposure to these radiations may certainly cause
bad impacts to a human body. No matter what types of radiaton are considered,
electromagnetic, cosmic or those in the field of geopathology, being very harmful to
human and alive organisms, any may cause psychosomatic disorders. There are enough
expert books on harmful radiation, extenssive research work is carried out, and many a
discussion and a congress have been held. Particualar attention in the protection from
harmful radiation is given in developed countries, but even less developed countries start
to deal this issue. Many scientific and research institutes have been established to study
particular norms and standards and to establish legal framework and denote technical
method for measuring harmful radiation.
Worldwide abundant offer of various device, that, both actively and passively, protect
appropriate area, or living organism, from existing radiation. Within the mentioned
devices, the outstanding place belongs to neutralizers, used in personal and individual
protection. Those are regularly passive neutralizers, and they come into operation with
no electric feed. The one of these is SERB, its inventor is Mr. Savo Radović, a member
of the Academy of Inventors of Serbia. This is the first book in the edition Booklets on
Inventions and it is completely devoted to SERB. Described radiations from which
neutralizer SERB efficiently protects human body, thus data coming from the inquiry
carried among the users of SERB are presented, certificates of the Russian Academy of
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Science regarding the efficienct protection upon the use of SERB, specify both the
domestic and the foreign awards that the SAIN member Savo Radović received in native
country and abroad and the main functions of SERB are explained along with
recommended instruction for use.
Types of Radiation
SERB is a neutralizer for harmful radiation. To improve understanding of the essentials
for protection of a human body from all types of radiation it is required to get to know
sources of radiation and their, indirect and direct, impact to human body. According to
ordinary distinction, radiations may be natural and artificial ones.
Natural radiations include: electrostatic and magnetic fields, ultrasound, cosmic radiation,
ultraviolent and infrared radiation, ionizing and impact of metrological fields.
Electrostatic fields are a result of atmospheric electricity, while magnetic fields are result
from magnet effects with regard to the south and the North Pole. These types of natural
radiation have certain influence to a human body as they come from electrostatic and
magnetic state of atmosphere. When human environment with disordered ionic balance,
contains aeroions, then these go into the body and give influence through skin and
respiration system, hereby frequent outcomes are sleepiness, exhaustion, depression,
stress. As distinguished from electrostatic and magnetic fields, radiation of which is done
in present as a spatial one, electric sound is a form of mechanical waves extending
through material environment, like sonic waves, that also impacts human beings
harmfully.
Cosmic radiation is often present, it enables permanent air flow in the atmosphere and
makes conditions for all types of physical and metrological processes. Great role in this
type of radiation belongs to the Sun, particularly during eruptions thereon. During
increased impact of the Sun there comes to disorder in earth magnetic radiation, then to
the change in atmospheric pressure and other significant influences important for life of
all living beings on the Earth.
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Ultraviolent radiation, also known as UV radiation, comes from the Sun and may be
useful in small quantities, while great ones induce many a harmful consequences.
Infrared radiation includes even the half of solar light. That is a thermal radiation, it is
marked even as IC radiation, that may give negative effect to people, particularly to those
with particularly superfluous absorption property to all, and even IC waves. There should
be mentioned that even the sun-stroke comes from short IC waves.
It is considered that ionizing radiation, that comes from natural radiation of the Earth and
cosmic radiation, it has quite harmful impact to a man, as it induces radiation through air,
water, food, but even directly by the effect from radio active rays.
When considering natural radiation, particular importance belongs to meteorological
changes, that come as a special type of radiation influenced by weather features. Man
has very low level of sensitivity to meteorological changes, as the body resists to quick
adaptation, thereby there comes to disorders; among these are disorders in metabolism,
blood pressure and high body temperature. Nowadays, it is considered that exactly
metrological changes influence depression, exhaustion and even stress.
As distinguished from natural, the sources of which are the Sun and the Earth, artificial
radiations are either the result of technological development, or secondary consequence
of natural radiation. There belongs radiation from various devices, electromagnetic
radiation, radiofrequency radiation and all radiations in medical science.
Briefly to mention that artificial radiation may be more important concerning the harmful
radiation to the human body than natural ones. While thousands of years people tried to
adjust to harmful influence of natural radiation, artificial ones become permanently
multiplied with development of techniques and technology and that within short intervals,
that prevent development and creation of the autoimmune system. Herewith, keep on
mind, that during the last hundred years, production has significantly increased, as well
as the transmission of electrical energy, that each of us individually yields to mobile
telephony, that military activities are more frequent, and that the whole future belongs to
information technology and that day by day there are even more speakers in favor of
nuclear power.
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In professional literature, besides natural and artificial radiation, a particular type of
radiation is mentioned, so called pathogenic radiation. It should be remembered that
various forms and crystals develop specific radiations. No matter that the influence of all
types of radiations is considered harmful, there should keep on mind that particular
minimal radiations may have wholesome influence to the human health. Thus, the
harmful impact of radiation is considered only when it crosses the allowed borders and
established standards.
In the book Truths and Deceits on Radiations, Mr. Dušan Janjić considers the whole set
of manifestations onto human beings, that are consequences of radiation … lack of
immunity balance, permanent exhaustion and apathy, headaches, depression, pains in
back and ankles, dizziness and ringing in ears, difficulties in attention and mental
concentration, nervous tension, unexplainable allergies, fast increase in dioptric power
with children, benumbed extremities, cramps in the calves, insomnia, sleepy soliloquy,
gnashing of teeth, frequent infections, narrowed eyes, restless sleep, bed-wetting,
suicidal ideas, irritability, disorders in metabolism.…
Bearing in mind all the above said, it is obvious that the matter of protection from all
types of radiation becomes topical day by day. Thereby, the most attention is devoted to
the protection of area, and even less to the protection of the human body itself. One of
the most efficient ways of protection from radiation comes from neutralizers, taken as
pendants, but these come close to human body.
Dr. Ljubiša Stojanović deals the impact of neutralizers in his book Talks with Tesla. As the
author of the book is an eminent expert in this field and the author of one of the
neutralizers we cite a part from the mentioned book: … anyone who takes this pendant is
protected by a thin energetic layer around the body, of elliptical shape, that hinders
penetration to any harmful rays to the human body. Thus, what is protected from
exaggerating ultraviolent rays, thermal radiation, sun light, radio active radiation,
roentgen radiation, all types of cosmic radiation that come onto the surface of the Earth,
and from harmful radiation from the ground, environment and geopathological radiation,
as well …
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SERB neutralizer by Mr. Sava Radović, a SAIN member, according to general evaluation
and estimation, is the right solution for human beings against the protection from harmful
radiation. That neutralizer is beautifully designed, technically and extraordinary
welcomed on the market. In other words, it is necessary for all eager to enjoy
undisturbed and long life.
All about SERB
SERB is a neutralizer for negative radiation, it is the appropriately registered and
protected utility model at the Intellectual Property Office of Serbia under MP-83/01 no.
413, inventor Mr. Savo Radović, from Belgrade. It is designed as a decorative pendant, in
four different sizes, made of brass, with a core and coils of precious metals, that make
around the body protective energy fields. SERB is a result of research that employs
theoretical premises and practical experience of famous worldwide expert researchers in
this field. A few people know that crews of the German airline company Lufthanza use
neutralizers, and that Russian rocket, radar and submarine crews have been, for a long
time, equipped with the devices that annul or reduce negative radiation. Therein, the
furthest range is reached in Russia, thus even expert verifications for SERB were
granted exactly at the institutions and authorities in Moscow, in Russia. SERB is more
cost-effective and natural one to the similar worldwide known neutralizers. Up to know
registered inventions that turned out to be expenssive and unacceptable ones for
practical application and broad use, as those mainly have complex construction,
occasionally require electric power supply and therefore provide quite narrow application.
Working as a mechanical oscillatory circuit SERB achieves positive radiation in the
environment. As it is mainly a pendant on a necklace, it is supplied by a human biofield.
Negative radiations to which human body is exposed to vary positive or negative pole of
living cells and result in slowing down possible mutations thereof, that possibly effect
many a disease, and it mainly impacts disorders with autoimmune system. By means of
SERB, all living cells and tissues in a body restore or maintain their natural positive or
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negative pole, thus all autoimmune diseases that have resisted bringing about harm in
some organs, thereupon completely disappearing.
According to the opinion of a member of the Russian academy of alternative medical
science, Mr. Vlada Savić, protection from negative radiation nowadays become one of
keys of successful healing. Therefore, it is no wonder that at the last Congress of
Alternative Medical Science in Moscow more than ninety percent of the entered in report
papers dealt the various aspects of negative radiation. Treatment, mostly, fails, and
applied therapy treatment fails to bring in appropriate results with bulks of negative
radiation. Therefore, for successive healing it is necessary to protect organism from
negative radiation at the very beginning of the treatment. We mention part of the
explication by Mr. Vlada Savić at the promotion of SERB held on 22nd of December 2005,
at the International Press Centre: … I have known Mr. Savo Radović and kept my eye on
his work for a long time. Therefore, being involved in the field of alternative science and
negative radiation I am completely positive that now we have provided protection for
ourselves from all types of natural and artificial radiations by using SERB. I took part at
the World Congress of Alternative Medicine in Moscow, where I was convinced about the
values of SERB for the excitement it invoked with everyone not only by its form but by its
efficiency, as well. Actually, all the participants at the Congress were interested in the
invention of Mr. Savo Radović as the harmful radiation is a huge problem of the 21st
century. Then SERB was granted quite a favorable evaluation for design by the
Information Consultation Centre Adriatic, within the auspices of the Organization for
Intellectual Property Development in Moscow. Moreover, I was present during measuring
the radiation onto a body with SERB and then, when it is at a certain distance from the
body, these measuring were carried out according to the method of radiesthesia. Results
therefore were extraordinary, while at the measuring distance, radiation was huge, very
close to the body it was quite negligible…
According to the mentioned presentation, the president of the Association of the
inventors of Serbia, Prof. dr Radomir Simić speaks in favor of Mr. Savo Radović, for
being a self-assertive and outstanding inventor: … For giving an account of SERB, I am
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no expert for consideration thereon, that is in line of the experts in that field… However,
being a university professor I have coped with building up large mining constructions,
and I am aware as a doctor of technical science, that we are exposed to many a harmful
radiation. Effective protection from those radiations is Radović’s neutralizer. In a large
inventors community in Serbia, with several hundreds of inventors nowadays, certain
groups are distinguished and particularly: inventors who improve existing technologies,
then inventors who independently solve problems that we all face to and inventors in the
field of the pharmaceutics and the traditional alternative medicine. Savo Radović
outstands all these groups in that it integrates all the features thereof. He develops idea
on the neutralizer of harmful impact to body, makes out a prototype, examines its
effectiveness in consultation with leading experts in the field, and aesthetically designs a
product and works responsibly to sale marketing. Therefore, Savo Radović is an
advanced inventor. He is, actually, an example of management of an invention
nowadays. Therefore, each one in the management owes recognition to Savo Radović,
as he is most probably the first among Serbian inventors who in this region promotes his
product. We all speak in favour of such an up-to-date approach. Finally, I want to say that
taking up management over the Association of Inventors of Serbia, I am even more
convinced that inventorship in Serbia is quite a noble deed as it testifies on a large
creative need of a man to develop something new. Savo Radović is a unique example of
such a nobility for his desire to protect us from harmful radiation. Thus, due to steadiness
and success, Savo deserves not only recognition but even the appraisal of his work. That
is the point that I want to underline in the name of inventors and all within the
community… SERB immediately captured both the domestic and the foreign market.
Reviews and reportages in the magazines and daily papers often confirm deserved
recognition of the success and merits of SERB.
Obrad Spasić in his article the Second GRAND PRIX to SERB and Savo Radovi (a
periodical Revija za dvoje 2004) particularly outlines … We all live in the conditions that
are often dangerous both to the body and the soul of each one. SERB anticipates and
prevents harmful impacts, or even the reduction thereof to the most, as its main intended
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purpose, it justifies its use. Owing to the recognition and inspiration from great men of
Serbian origin as lighthouses of benevolence and enlightment, Radović in his small
research laboratory, so called alchemists studio, developed his invention, so as to
complete and gain the full satisfaction as an inventor and a humanist to be included
among superior inventors …
Magazine of the Politika daily paper often publishes advertising material about SERB.
Occasionally, it even announces some type of report stories about the neutralizer. In one
of those report stories, titled as the Pendant Returns the Blow: the following was
written… Our body is invaded by radiation from the ground: waterflow, rocks, armatures,
concrete… Moreover, cosmic radiation: sun, magnetic storms, clouds … Can our senses
resist? No. However, experts established the consequences we suffer. Sources of
radiation influence the rhythm of alive cells, with people as well as with animals and
plants. That influence is seen in change of positive or negative pole of living cells and
creation of energy disbalance. Symptoms of those harmful influences that we are not
aware of are: headache, pain and cramps in muscles, lethargy, uneasiness,
nervousness, high blood pressure. Savo Radović, mechanical technician and inventor
from Belgrade, four years ago applied for patent protection for the invention that
neutralizes all harmful radiation …
Marina Jočić in her article the Invisible Waves Responsible for Nightmares (a daily
newspaper Pobjeda, on the 16th, of October, 2005) and on SERB and his author, among
the rest: … It seems that in making neutralizers against harmful radiation the furthest
contribution belongs to our countrymen Savo Radović who lives in Belgrade. He made a
neutralizer that successfully removes consequences of negative radiation, yet it is not
recharged with any power supply and is impossible to bring to malfunction. For this
invention, he got numerous medals and at the world exibitions even the gold medal with
an acknowledgement in Bruxelles at the Inventors Exhibition - Eureca 2002, as a crown
above all world rewards, and in 2004, creator of neutralizers was rewarded by a Badge of
the Cross of the Knight of the Kingdom of Belgium for his contribution to the world
inventorship. Awards won are explicit testimonies for the quality of the invention
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rewarded… Savo Radović often exhibits his invention, thus he additionally contributes to
the popularity and affirmation of the SERB. At numerous international exhibitions and
fairs SERB won rewards and prizes. Those are: GOLD MEDAL “ARHIMED” (Moscow)
2002 • GOLD MEDAL Euro Intellect (Moscow) 2002 • GENIUS Prize (Budapest) 2002 •
Diploma of the Romanian Ac. Science (Budapest) 2002 • Grand prix IMPEX (Pittsburgh)
2002 • Diploma «Nikola Tesla» (Belgrade) 2002 • Gold medal (Sofia) 2002 • Gold award
SIIF (Soeul) 2002 • Gold medal (Africa) 2002 • Gold medal EUREKA (Bruxelles) 2002 •
Gold medal Moldavia (Bruxelles) 2002 • 1 prize of the Bulgarian and American Chamber
of Commerce (Bruxelles) 2002 • 1 prize of the Ministry of Culture of Romania (Bruxelles)
2002 • Honorary Diploma «Tehnopol Moscow» (Bruxelles) 2002 • Diploma „Tesla
fest” (Novi Sad) 2002 • Gold medal (Moscow) 2003 • Gold medal “EKOVITA” (Skoplje)
2003 • Grand prix Euro Intellect (Dubai) 2003 • Gold medal Mihailo Pupin (Beograd)
2004 • Cross of the Knight of the Kingdom of Belgium (Bruxelles) 2004 • Gold medal
Arhimed (Moscow) 2005 • Best Invention in Show (Moscow) 2005 • Diploma Leonardo
da Vinci FIR Romani (Moscow) 2005 • Gold Charter Mihailo Pupin (Beograd) 2005 •
Plaque effigy of Merciful Angel (Belgrade) 2005 • Gold plaque Business base (Belgrade)
2005...
Some of the above mentioned awards are particularly important, and therefore
developed in the text to follow.
Regardless the above mentioned awards, the author of SERB permanently keeps his
eye on the opinion of the users. From the abundant and permanent survey interviews the
following answers have been picked out.
Milka from Irig: I am 75. I have SERB with me for 2 months. I used to suffer from pain in
legs and quick overwork. Now, I walk in a lively and easier step, without cramps in legs.
Even the swellings of the left ankle disappeared. Moreover, dark blue capillaries
disappeared even though not so long ago were extremely striking. Under the left
shoulder – joint I had a longtime bruise with a slight swelling, but not any more. I have
good sleep and calm rest. Thanks for helping me to feel better.
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Ljubica from Zemun: I am 40. Ever since I was 20 I have been taking Demetrin,
Bensedin, Tranex, Xanex and could not sleep a wink or take up any work. For six months
I have been having SERB neutralizer and have had no headaches, nervousness, bad
nights with no sleep and I get up recovered and am more endurable for work.
Slobodan from Batočina: Ever since I take SERB I have less headache, better blood
circulation, and even legs suffer less pain. I am 60 years old.
Zoran from Zemun: Within only one month – obviously less nervousness, less
headache and improved sexual desire.
Savo from Bučje Diagnosis Arthritis Rheumatoides positiva. I was prescribed a
Metatoxatom. Ever since I have had SERB on a necklace I take no more medicaments, I
feel good, and work better; all my ankles are free from swelling and movable with no
pain. My sleep is quiet and solid and get up recovered and in good-mood. Daily duties I
carry out untried and eagerly. Headaches are quite rare. Sinuses, that I suffered mostly
for, I have no more trouble with. The pain disappeared forever without a trace.
Saša from Andrijevica: Over years I suffered at night. Insomnia was present every
night. Ever since I have SERB my rest is improved. I sleep like a baby, and my libido
renewed.
Miljana from Kovin: I have one neutralizer SERB with me and one at home, from
August. I feel better and the pains, that I had constantly felt, almost diminished, even
troubles with muscular tremor and heavy step are less. I sleep better, feel better and
have no more nervous tension. My peripheral blood circulation is improved.
Svetlana from Belgrade: I used to have many troubles. My head was heavy, no matter
that my blood pressure was normal and my movement was heavy. I decided to take a
neutralizer and I picked out SERB. It’s been more than a year ever since I have it
constantly with me as a pendant. It took ten days to feel better physical and psychical
change for better. Nowadays, even staying in the sun brings in no particular difficulties. I
feel good and leave my SERB away not even for a minute.
Instead of Conclusion
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SERB efficiently protects human body from harmful radiation. Its task is to neutralize and
prevent breakthrough of radiation of all types to the body of the users. SERB is taken as
a pendant. It is put, right below the neck, in the upper part of the thorax, and provided it
leans close to the body, it provides maximal protection. Certainly, SERB gives no
protection from too long exposing in the sun and from increased ultraviolent radiation. It
means that SERB is a reliable means of protection from normal natural and artificial
radiation, it should be taken permanently and very close to the body. No negative
consequences have been recorded upon taking SERB, and the protection it offers, even
a few days upon the initial taking the neutralizer, brings evident positive physical and
psychical changes. Positive influence of SERB was proved in many checkouts
measuring of radioactive and ultraviolent radiation. The checkout measuring was carried
with SERB when it is close to the human body and a bit far from the user of SERB
neutralizer. Measuring actually proved that SERB develops a thin energetic protective
layer around the human body, thus enabling to the user to feel relief of burdens, for no
particular reason and very soon it helps to restore better mood.
At the end it is important to point out that the Russian Scientific Centre for
Rehabilitational Medicine upon extensive monthly research in 2005, gave
recommendation SERB, signed by Ms. Piterina Marija Petrovna, professor and member
of the Russian and European Academy of Medicinal Sciences, prophylaxis of many a
disorder and illness and to keep the body fit. Experts of this renown institution confirmed
that SERB brings nervous system in the condition of proper balance, reduces
nervousness, irritation, increases resistance to stresses, improves dream, reduces
depression, slows down aging, renews cells, improves memory and physical force,
increases immunity and resistance to infections, prevents development of
arteriosclerosis, brain strokes, infarcts and hypertonic disorders. On the grounds of the
research and measuring, the conclusion was drawn that SERB is capable to prolong
healthy life or at least a part of it. Owing to that, permission granted for the use of SERB
in medicinal practice and for manufacture in serial production.
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Even examination onto magnetic induction tomograph at the Moscow Institute for
Radiotechnics and Electronics of the Russian Academy of Science gave the result that
confirms that practice and experience of those that carry SERB, with more than one
thousand of those who take SERB regularly, are no coincidence.
On the importance of SERB proves even the fact that a famous Serbian manufacturer of
gold jewelry ZLATARA MAJDANPEK accepted to be an exclusive producer and
distributor of this neutralizer. With regard to that, Sinisa Jevtic, director general,
particularly even pointed out ‘It is my pleasure that we work together with Mr. Savo
Radovic. His SERB is a complex for production and will be an extraordinary challenge for
our technologists. Design of the pendant is functionally perfect and fits in our endeavors
and attempts that our jewelry shops offer beautifully shaped, useful and efficient products
to the markets both in Serbia and worldwide.’’
As the conclusion, there is an extract from the exposition by the president of the
Academy of the Inventors of Serbia, Dr. Savo Bojović, that he spoke in favour of
recommendation of Mr. Savo Radović as a member of the above mentioned Academy: ..
’It is an extraordinary pleasure for me, as the member of the Academy, that Mr. Savo
Radović will become another member, who enjoys renown reputation within the
interested community of both domestic and foreign inventors. I am convinced that
another honour to him is this welcome admission to the Academy, and to us even more
as further on we will belong to the world of the inventor whose SERB became an
extraordinary brand of Serbia ...
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